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Northern Territory of Australia 

Motor Vehicles Act 1949 and Traffic Act 1987 

Exemption From Motor Vehicles Act 1949, Traffic Act 1987 and 
Motor Vehicles (Standards) Regulations 2003 

I, Simon Phillip Sanders, the Registrar of Motor Vehicles, pursuant to section 135 

of the Motor Vehicles Act 1949 and section 43B of the Traffic Act 1987, and with 

reference to section 42 of the Interpretation Act 1978, hereby exempt the devices 

described in the Schedule (electric scooters), and the owners and riders of those 

electric scooters, from registration, motor accident compensation contributions, 

vehicle standards and driver licensing requirements of the Motor Vehicles Act 1949, 

Traffic Act 1987 and the Motor Vehicles (Standards) Regulations 2003, subject to 

the following conditions: 

1. A person may use or be permitted to use a self-ride hire electric scooter on a 

footpath, shared path or public place, if authorised to do so by the authority 

that has the care and control of the footpath, shared path or public place, and 

in accordance with any conditions imposed by the authority.  

2. A person using an electric scooter must not travel along a road unless —  

(a) there is an obstruction on a footpath, nature strip, or shared path adjacent 

to the road (an adjacent area); and 

(b) it is impracticable to travel on the adjacent area; and 

(c) the electric scooter travels less than 50m along the road to avoid the 

obstruction. 

For the purposes of this condition, road means an area that is used by the 

public and is developed for, or has as one of its main uses, the driving or 

riding of motor vehicles, and includes the shoulder of the road (within the 

meaning of Australian Road Rule 12(3)) but does not include a bicycle lane 

(within the meaning of Australian Road Rule 153(4)) marked on the road.  

3. A person using an electric scooter on a footpath or shared path must —  

(a) keep to the left of the footpath or shared path unless it is impracticable 

to do so; and 

(b) give way to pedestrians on the footpath or shared path. 
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4. A person can only use or be permitted to use an electric scooter on the 

footpaths adjacent to Mitchell Street, between Peel Street and 

Knuckey Street, between the hours of 6am and 8pm. 

5. A person using an electric scooter on a footpath or shared path must keep 

to the left of any oncoming pedestrian, bicycle rider or other electric scooter 

user on the path. 

6. A person using an electric scooter must wear a bicycle helmet approved for 

the purposes of Australian Road Rule 256 and securely fitted and fastened 

on the user’s head. 

7. A person using an electric scooter must be at least 18 years of age. 

8. A person using an electric scooter must not carry any other person on the 

electric scooter. 

9. A person must not use or be permitted to use an electric scooter at a speed 

over 15 km/h. 

10. A person must not use or be permitted to use an electric scooter unless the 

electric scooter has a bell, horn or similar warning device in working order. 

11. A person must not use or be permitted to use an electric scooter at night, or 

in hazardous weather conditions causing reduced visibility, unless the 

electric scooter, displays — 

(a) a flashing or steady white light that is clearly visible for at least 200m 

from the front of the electric scooter; and 

(b) a flashing or steady red light that is clearly visible for at least 200m from 

the rear of the electric scooter. 

12. A person must not use or be permitted to use an electric scooter unless they 

have been made aware of and accepted the above conditions of use.  

13. This exemption is granted for the purposes of a trial, arranged by the 

City of Darwin, of self-ride hire electric scooters, that can be geo-fenced to 

control their range and speeds. It does not authorise the use of privately 

owned electric scooters. 
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14. Neuron Mobility (Australia) Pty Ltd, as the trial operator selected by the 

City of Darwin, must maintain public liability insurance for at least $20 million 

during the term of the trial.  

15. This exemption shall be valid for a period of 6 months and may be extended 

for a further 6 months, and may be revoked at any time at the discretion of 

the Registrar of Motor Vehicles. 

16. Neuron as the trial operator selected by the City of Darwin must maintain a 

record of all data associated with the trial as detailed in the operator 

agreement, and make that data available to the Registrar of Motor Vehicles. 

Dated 14 January 2020 

S. P. Saunders 
Registrar of Motor Vehicles 

Schedule – exempt vehicles 

Electric scooter means a device that: 

a) has 2 wheels and a footboard supported by the wheels; 

b) is steered by handlebars; 

c) is designed to be used by a single person; 

d) is propelled by an electric motor; 

e) has an effective stopping system controlled by using brakes and / or 

motor control; 

f) when propelled by the motor, cannot reach a speed greater than 15km/h 

on level ground; and 

g) is offered to the public for hire by Neuron Mobility (Australia) Pty Ltd 

under an operator agreement with the City of Darwin.  
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Northern Territory of Australia 

Traffic Act 1987 
Approval of Traffic Infringement 

Detection Device 
LTI TruCAM 

I, Jamie Chalker APM, the Commissioner of Police: 
(a)  In pursuance to section 44(1) of the Traffic Act 1987 and with reference to 

section 44AA of the Traffic Act 1987, approve the “LTI TruCAM” 
manufactured by Laser Technology Inc., as a traffic infringement detection 
device; 

(b) Pursuant to section 44(2) of the Traffic Act 1987, specify that the approval 
of the device under paragraph (b) is subject to the condition that it must be 
tested for accuracy as follows - 
(i) the correct operation and accuracy of each LTI TruCAM is to be tested 

no less than once in each day that the device is used for purposes of 
the Traffic Act 1987 by a person operating it during that day in 
accordance with the testing procedures set out in the document 
published by the manufacturer of the device and entitled “TruCAM 
User’s Manual”; 

(ii) the accuracy of the calibration and the parameter performance of each 
LTI TruCAM is to be tested not less than once in each 12 month period 
by a person approved under section 44(3) of the Traffic Act 1987 and 
sealed shut at the end of the testing procedure; and 

(iii) if the device becomes unsealed, is opened or is otherwise damaged 
as soon as reasonably practicable after that occurs by a person 
approved under section 44(3) of the Traffic Act 1987. 

Dated this 6 day of January 2020 

Jamie Chalker APM 
Commissioner of Police 
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Northern Territory of Australia 

Traffic Act 1987 
Approval of Traffic Infringement 

Detection Device 
LTI PicoDigiCam 

I, Jamie Chalker APM, the Commissioner of Police: 
(a) In pursuance to section 44(1) of the Traffic Act 1987 and with reference 

to section 44AA of the Traffic Act 1987, approve the “LTI PicoDigiCam” 
manufactured by Laser Technology Inc., as a traffic infringement 
detection device; 

(b) Pursuant to section 44(2) of the Traffic Act 1987, specify that the approval 
of the device under paragraph (b) is subject to the condition that it must 
be tested for accuracy as follows - 
(i) the correct operation and accuracy of each LTI PicoDigiCam is to 

be tested no less than once in each day that the device is used for 
purposes of the Traffic Act 1987 by a person operating it during that 
day in accordance with the testing procedures set out in the 
document published by the manufacturer of the device and entitled 
“User’s Manual”; 

(ii) the accuracy of the calibration and the parameter performance of 
each LTI PicoDigiCam is to be tested not less than once in each 
12 month period by a person approved under section 44(3) of the 
Traffic Act 1987 and sealed shut at the end of the testing procedure; 
and 

(iii) if the device becomes unsealed, is opened or is otherwise damaged 
as soon as reasonably practicable after that occurs by a person 
approved under section 44(3) of the Traffic Act 1987. 

Dated this 6 day of January 2020 

Jamie Chalker APM 
Commissioner of Police 
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Northern Territory of Australia 

Teacher Registration (Northern Territory) Act 2004 

Approval of Professional Development Framework 
I, Karen Anne Blanchfield, chairperson, as delegate of the Teacher Registration 

Board of the Northern Territory (the Board), with effect on and from the date this 

notice is published in the Gazette, under section 75(1) of the Teacher Registration 

(Northern Territory) Act 2004, approve the framework entitled 

"Teacher Registration Board Professional Development Framework" published 

by the Board. 

Dated 16 January 2020 

K. A. Blanchfield 
Chairperson 

Northern Territory of Australia 

Youth Justice Act 2005 

Revocation of Authorisations and Authorisation of Police Officers 

I, Jamie Andrew Chalker, Commissioner of Police:  

(a) under section 36 of the Youth Justice Act 2005 and with reference to 
section 43 of the Interpretation Act 1978, revoke all authorisations of police 
officers in force immediately before the date of this instrument; and  

(b) under section 36 of the Youth Justice Act 2005, authorise each police 
officer specified in the Schedule to act for Part 2 of the Act; and  

(c) under section 36 of the Youth Justice Act 2005 and with reference to 
section 42(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978, authorise each police officer 
who from time to time performs the duties of a Custody Sergeant to act for 
section 33 of the Act.  

Dated 23 December 2019 

J. A. Chalker 
Commissioner of Police 

Schedule  
1. All police officers who are of or above the rank of Senior Sergeant.  
2. All police officers who are in charge of a police station.  
3. All police officers who from time to time hold the rank of Sergeant and 

perform duties in the Youth Diversion Unit.  
4. All police officers of or above the rank of Senior Constable who from time 

to time perform duties within the Custody and Judicial Services Division.  
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Northern Territory 

Associations Act 2003 

Notice of Intention to Dissolve Associations 

I, Malcolm John Bryant, as a delegate of the Commissioner, pursuant to 

section 65(4)(c) of the Associations Act 2003, give notice that the associations 

specified in the Schedule will be dissolved after 3 months after the date of this 

notice unless cause to the contrary is shown. 

Dated: 16 January 2020 

M. J. Bryant 
Delegate of Commissioner 

Note: Enquiries should be directed to Malcolm Bryant at Licensing NT, 
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice, Level 3, NAB House, 
71 Smith Street, Darwin.  Phone: (08) 8999 1339 or email 
agd.licensingnt@nt.gov.au 

____________________________ 

Schedule 

00079c Prisoners Aid and Rehabilitation Association of Alice Springs 
Incorporated 

02049c Bathurst Island Volunteer Fire Brigade Incorporated 

02189c Stuart Park Residents Association Incorporated 

02293c Coomalie Land Care Group Incorporated 

IA02680 ADTA NT Incorporated 

IA02898 Dravidians United Incorporated 

IA03270 Hoggies Netball Club Incorporated 

IA3470 Global Centre for Peace & Arts Australia Incorporated 

_____________________________ 

mailto:agd.licensingnt@nt.gov.au
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Northern Territory of Australia 

Law Officers Act 1978 

Revocation of Authorisation 
and Authorisation 

I, Gregory John Shanahan, Chief Executive Officer of the Department of the 

Attorney-General and Justice: 

(a) in pursuance of section 8(4) of the Law Officers Act 1978 and with reference 

to section 43 of the Interpretation Act 1978, revoke all previous instruments 

authorising officers of the Department; and 

(b) in pursuance of section 8(4) of the Law Officers Act 1978, authorise the 

officers of the Department specified in the Schedule, each officer being a 

legal practitioner, to act in the name of the Solicitor for the Northern Territory. 

Dated 16 January 2020 

G. J. Shanahan 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Schedule 

Jane Louisa Bochmann 

Robert Aubrey Bradshaw 

Ruth Ellen Brebner 

Kate Mairi Bremner 

Gabrielle Ann Brown 

Chloe Maree Bryan 

Stewart Richard Bryson 

Douglas Ian Burns 

Rosslyn Chenoweth 

Anne Marie Yuen Ting Chin  

Allana Kathleen Chong-Fong 

Emily Kathleen Clarke 

Hannah Mary Clee  

Taylah Jayne Cramp 

Jennilyn Ellen Daniel-Yee 

Jenna Ann Dennison 

Olette Noelle Doherty 

Brett Jason Douglas 

Thomas Dunham 

Penelope Drysdale 

Kristy Simone Edlund 

Elizabeth Mary McDonald Farquhar 

Melissa Jane Forbes 

Sally Gay Forrest 

Elizabeth Furlonger  

Kalliopi Gatis 

Robert Stewart Sands Gray 

Bronwyn Janis Haack  

Fiona Anne Hardy  

Henrik Peter Mikael Hartmann 

Caroline Heske 

Bahareh Jaber 

Abhishek Jain 

Gemma Siobhan Lake 

Nicola Tasmin Leach  

Leanne Maree Liddle 

Alexandra Maree Lillis 

Tanya Marie Ling  

Candice Louise Maclean 

Cindy Joy McGrath 

Kiran McLaren 

Luke Louis McLaughlin 

Ingrid Magdalene Meier 

Stephanie Jane Monck  

Trevor James Moses 

Deborah Ann Noll 

Lisa-Gaye O’Donoghue 

Lachlan Sebastian Peattie 

Maria Pikoulos 

Guy Andrew Riley 

Nestor Sanchez Jnr 

Carol Elaine Sexton 

Gregory John Shanahan 

Merran Kathleen Short 

Kylie Vanessa Smith 

Craig Anthony Smyth 

Zara Lauren Spencer 

Kate Mitchell Stevenson 

Sarah Terese Strzelecki 

Leonique Swart 

Elizabeth Jean Thomson 

Philip John Timney 

Lynette Walsh 

Cheryl Leonie Watson 

Simon Craig Wiese 

Ben Wild 

Sarah Catherine Wilkie 

Lang Palmer Williamson 

Kylie Maree Wilson 

David de Lappe Winter 

Josine Marie Wynberg 

Casimir Loki Zichy-Woinarski 
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Police Administration Act 1978 
Sale of Goods 

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Section 166 of the Police Administration 
Act 1978, the following property as shown on the attached schedule has been in 
the possession of the Officer in Charge, Police Station, Tennant Creek, for a 
period in excess of 3 months and this property will be sold or otherwise disposed 
of in a manner as determined by the Commissioner of Police, if after twenty-eight 
(28) days from the publication of this notice the property remains unclaimed. 

Kylie Anderson 
Superintendent 
Tennant Creek and Barkly Divisions 

8 January 2020 

Exhibit Number Item Description 
542226/001 Firearm .22 cal Sharp Innova air rifle. SN: A372409 
542226/002 Firearm .22 cal Ben Franklin air rifle. SN: T424193  
539338/001 Firearm .22 cal Savage rifle. SN: C842626 
539338/002 Firearm .Arana 12g shotgun. SN: 24343 
538395/001 Firearm .22 cal Voere rifle. SN: 689430 
537658/001 Firearm .22 cal Norinco rifle. SN: 9511353 
537658/002 Firearm .Tula 12g shotgun. SN: 8718784 
531474/001 Firearm .177 cal Daisy Powerline 903 air rifle. 

SN: 162016039811G 
531475/001 Firearm .22 cal Winchester Rifle. SN: F501962 
531476/001 Firearm .223 cal Howa rifle with scope. SN: B353068 
531477/001 Firearm .177 cal Marlin air rifle. SN: MM46439A 
528962/001 Firearm .22 cal Norinco bolt action rifle. SN: 9511353. 
528962/002 Firearm .12 gauge Tula shotgun. SN: 8718784 
525730/001 Firearm .22 cal Norinco bolt action rifle. SN: 9511674 
525145/001 Firearm .22 cal Norinco rifle. SN: defaced - illegible 
462757/001. 
Borroloola Police 
Station. 

Firearm .270 cal Winchester pump action rifle model 
7600 SYN with magazine and carry case. SN:B8555082 

537162/007 Jewellery silver coloured ring with gold band in middle 
537162/008 Jewellery gold coloured bracelet 
537162/009 Jewellery box containing 1 x yellow string, 1 x silver key, 

1 x baby nail clippers. 
537188/007 Jewellery silver coloured ring with yellow stone. 
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